Finding experts and building collaborations
TDR Global Community

Connecting members in the continued sharing of knowledge.
For over 40 years, TDR been working hard at fighting diseases of poverty.

Its cause has attracted the best minds – scientists, researchers, experts and students – from across the globe.
Each individual has a unique background and unique knowledge. Together they make up a large and diverse scientific community – TDR Global.

But how can a group of such different people – from different backgrounds, different generations, speaking different languages on different continents – really form a community?
Picture a single tapestry thread. Made of good wool.

Long and strong enough to weave many rows and fine enough to weave the smallest details.
Now imagine adding more threads

– different types and colours added to create shapes, pictures, patterns.
Just like a tapestry is more beautiful because it is made of many different threads and colours,

TDR Global is special because it is made of many unique individuals – all the passionate people across the world who have been involved with TDR over the years, together forming this alumni network.
Each with their unique efforts and expertise, their unique culture and background.

Each adding their own colour to create a bigger, more powerful picture.
The TDR Global picture connects:

- Individuals that share a field of interest
- Expert mentors with young scientists
- Local research communities with world-class training.
The TDR global community is a special one, and we are passionate about connecting all the individuals who form part of the picture.

A picture held together by a common, golden thread:

The commitment to fight and eradicate diseases of poverty.
Stay in touch and let’s continue this masterpiece together.
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www.who/int/tdr/en
Update your profile and share your expertise by becoming a mentor, and let’s continue building this masterpiece together.
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Stay in touch, and update your profile or the platform today. Let’s continue this masterpiece together.
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Are you a mentor or mentee?

Help strengthen the research community by updating your profile.

www.who/int/tdr/en
Update your profile today

- To mentor young scientists and nurture their engagement
- To support women in science
- To showcase your specific field of expertise to TDR and partner recruiters
- To collaborate
- To start networks
TDR Global is a worldwide community of passionate scientists and experts who have been working with TDR in research on infectious diseases of poverty.

Don’t miss out on opportunities for collaboration and mentoring. Update your profile.
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